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Abstract

There is no doubt that FAIR Data and Services (GO FAIR Foundation 2019b) are needed

to enable data intensive research and innovation.  While  the FAIR Guiding Principles (

Wilkinson et al. 2016) specify the expected behaviors of digital artifacts they do not specify

the technology choices actualizing these behaviors, leaving maximum freedom to operate

for  communities of  practices. In  recent  years,  EU  research  funding including projects

associated with the European Open Science Cloud (European Commission 2020) have

been coupled to  the FAIRness of  the actual  data and service landscape and promote

the development  of  FAIR  implementation  roadmaps. Begining  in  2019, ENVRI-FAIR  (

ENVRI Community 2019) used a text-based questionnaire approach with more than 50

questions aiming to capture details on how the FAIR Principles were implemented in the

Research  Infrastructure  data  architectures.  The  responses  however,  were  not  directly

usable for downstream analysis without substantial post-processing and harmonization (

Magagna et al. 2020). At the same time, the GO FAIR Foundation (GO FAIR Foundation

2022) was leading the development of the FAIR Implementation Profile (FIP) concept. A

FAIR Implementation Profile is a list of declared technology choices intended to implement

each of the FAIR Guiding Principles, made as a collective decision by the members of a

particular  community  of  practice  (Sustkova et  al.  2020, Schultes  et  al.  2020).  The FIP

provided a more structured and efficient way of cataloging FAIR-realted implementations,

but  to  scale the  approach it  was  necessary  to  develop  an  ontology  linked  to machine-

actionable questionnaires.

In a collaborative effort, the FIP ontology (Kuhn et al.  2020) was developed in order to

specify questions prompting FAIR Implementation Communities (FICs) to explicitly declare

for each of the FAIR Principles, the FAIR Enabling Resources (FER) that the community

uses to implement them. FERs are defined as digital objects that provide functions needed

to achieve some aspect  of  FAIRness.  Twelve different  types of  FERs were identified (

Magagna and Schultes 2022), such as identifier service type (FAIR Principle F1), lookup-

service type (F4) or structured vocabulary type (I2). The FIP as a whole is interpreted as

community specific metadata and as such suitable for addressing the directive to reuse
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"domain-relevant community standards" given in Principle R1.3. To meet the requirement

explicitly expressed by the ENVRI communities the FER concept has been extended to

include its status as: already available for deployment or are under development; deployed

currently or are planned to be deployed in the future; planned replacement of one FER by

another in future.  

The  Data  Stewardship  Wizard  (DSW,  ds-wizard.org),  initially  developed  as  a  data

management planning (DMP) tool in ELIXIR (Hooft et al. 2016), was desinged with all the

required  features  providing  a  machine-actionable  questionnaire  (Pergl  et  al.  2019).

Using knowledge models (KMs, Codevence 2020b) and Jinja2-based document templates

(Anonymous 2007), it provides a versatile way to define decision trees in the form of smart

questionnaires as well  as  their  transformations to  practically  any textual  and machine-

readable  document,  for  example,  JSON  or  RDF  or  even  FAIR  Digital  Object-like

nanopublications.  These  capabilties  were  leveraged  to  build  the FAIR  Implementation

Profile Wizard (FIP Wizard, Codevence 2020) where different KMs were used to create

nanopublications within the Wizard environment for 1) FAIR Enabling Resources, 2) FAIR

Implementation Communities, 3) Metadata Longevity Plans (the FER type for Principle A2),

and 4) the FAIR Implementation Profiles themselves. Users open a questionnaire, fill it in,

and then they can preview and publish a nanopublication. The relationships between these

FIP-related nanopublications are made by linking the Uniform Resource Identifiers (URI, 

W3C 2001) of the nanopublications via drop-down lists and autocomplete features in the

FIP Wizard questionnaire interface. This functionality is achieved using real-time API calls

to a nanopublication querying service as the user types. As curatorial feedback, the user

can  see  various  metadata  related  to  the  matching  nanopublications  (e.g.  description,

timestamp, or approval badge). A custom submission service allows the submission of the

nanopubs to a FIP triple store (Kuhn 2020). SPARQL queries can then help to produce the

FIP  matrix,  a  cross  table  for  FERs  and  Communities  illuminating  convergence

opportunitesd by FER reuse over the technological and community landscapes.

In this way FIPs are published by the FIP Wizard as FAIR (machine-readable) and Open

data, which can then serve as a reference for practical FAIR data stewardship activities

conducted  by  members  of  that,  and  other  communities.  A  FIP  Wizard  module  linking

the FIP to the DMP based on a mapping of the underlying KMs is under development and

will  translate  the  FIP  into  clear  community-specific directives  that  data  stewards  can

subsequently implement. FIP publication also encourages FIP reuse and repurposing by

other communities,  which saves time ‘reinventing the wheel’  and simultaneously drives

convergence on FAIR implementation choices. Over time, FIPs need to be updated to fit

the  purposes  of the  community  and  to  accomodate  the  ongoing  development  of  FAIR

technologies,  such  as  FAIR  Digital  Objects.  The  FIP  Wizard  supports  systematic

versioningand it is anticipated that this revision legacy can later be mined for insights into

FAIR-related technology trends. 
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The  FAIR  Implementation  Profiles  and  Practice  (FIPP)  working  group (GO  FAIR

Foundation 2019) focuses on the role of FAIR Implementation Profiles (FIP) in the FAIR

Digital Object (FDO) space. FIPs impact the FDO development in 2 principal ways:

1. FIPs provide a socio-technical approach for driving the explicit and systematic

community  agreements  on  the  use  of  FAIR  implementations  including  domain-

relevant community standards and emerging technologies like FDOs. Hence, FIPs

can catalyze FAIR convergence both within and between disciplinary domains. The

FIPP WG activities have leveraged FIPs in gaining commitment to FAIR practices,

and in some cases, early interest in the deployment of FDOs among circumscribed

communities.

2. Once a community of practice declares a FIP (in machine-readable format), the FIP

itself  becomes  a  type  of  FAIR  metadata that  describes  the  technical  and

semantic  composition  of  FDOs  that  will  be  subsequently  created  within  that

community following FAIR Principle R1.3. The FIPP WG explores how FIPs may be

used to  instruct  computation agents  to  interpret,  interoperate with,  and perform

operations on FDOs as they are constructed under given FIPs.
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